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1, INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a compact surface of genus g with n boundary components, with 
2g - 2 + n > 0, and let M(S) be its mapping class group (also known as the 
Teichmiiller modular group). Using measurd foliations, Thurston [ 15 ] has 
shown that M(S) contains three different types of elements. Bers has shown 
this decomposition can be obtained using Teichmiiller distance [3]. 
Subdividing one of the classes further, he obtains four classes. 
Nielsen has a series of papers [7; 8, Parts I-III] in which he develops an 
elaborate theory of fixed points of mapping classes. If t is any 
homeomorphism of S and h a lift of t (or of a power of 1) to the upper half 
plane, Nielsen’s theory involves the assignment of a pair of integers to h, 
called the Nielsen type of h. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how the Thurston classes and the 
Bers classes can be defined in terms of the Nielsen types of the lifts of t and 
its powers (Theorems 5.2, 5.3, and 15.2). We also show (Theorem 5.1) that 
the Thurston or Bers decomposition theorems can be obtained directly from 
the Nielsen theory (and thus without using measured foliations or 
Teichmiiller distance). Finally, we summarize various results of Nielsen 
about mapping classes which he calls “algebraically finite type,” which tran- 
slate directly into statements about Thurston or Bers classes (Section 13). 
Since the relevant aspects of the Nielsen theory lie scattered in so many 
different places (e.g.. [ 7; 8, Parts I-III, 9-131) an attempts has been made to 
give some exposition of the Nielsen theory. The necessary results from the 
Nielsen theory are listed in the Appendix (e.g., [7, Sect. 4 and Al 1) with 
exact references given there. 
Since the material in this paper is essentially a reorganization of the 
Nielsen theory, most of the arguments (except, of course, those involving the 
equivalence theorems) are to be found either in fact or in spirit somewhere in 
Nielsen’s papers. 
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It would be nice to exploit the connection between the Nielsen theory and 
the Bers-Thurston classifications more fully to give more than just the 
results of Section 13. For example, the Nielson papers contain numerous 
results that help in calculating the Nielsen types for a given mapping class, 
and presumably these couId be used to generate new examples or verify old 
examples. However, unless the criteria for the various Nielsen types can be 
further simplified, it seems unlikely that they will be very useful. 
In Nielsen’s theory, one works with surfaces with holes. Bets works with 
arbitrary Riemann surfaces, but to obtain the topological results, it is enough 
and simpler to use only the part of his work in which only punctures are 
admitted. In Thurston’s original approach as presented in 121 the Riemann 
surfaces considered have idea1 boundary curves whose Poincare lengths on 
the Schottky double are equal to one. It seems likely that the Nielsen theory 
can be extended to include Riemann surfaces with punctures, but the details 
may be extremely tedious and long. 
The equivalence theorem (Theorems 5.2 and 15.2) gives a characterization 
of pseudo-Anosov maps in terms of the Nielsen types of the lifts. This 
algebraic statement can be reformulated in terms of two geometric objects, 
the principal regions and the kernel regions of the lifts (see Section 6 for their 
defmitions). This formulation yields the geometric form of the equivalence 
theorem (Theorems 12.4 and 15.5). Nielsen deals with both formulations. 
The geometric formulation characterizes a pseudo-Anosov map by the type 
of principal region of its lifts. Miller (see [6]) has completed the final step in 
making the relationship between the Nielsen theory and the Thurston theory 
compfeteIy explicit. He has shown how the boundaries of the principal 
regions give the geodesic laminations which determine the pair of transverse 
measured foliations fixed by the pseudo-Anosov map. 
Finally, l want to thank Professors Lipman Bers. Bernard Maskit, William 
Harvey and William Thurston. I have had several helpful conversations with 
each of them. I also want to mention Zimmerman’s thesis 1161, which helped 
in my understanding of the Nielsen papers. 
2. NOTATION 
Throughout this paper S will denote a compact Riemann surface of genus 
g with n ideal boundary components with 2g - 2 f n > 0; M(S) will be the 
mapping class group of S, also known as the Teichmiiller modular group, or 
just the moduIar group for short. If I is a homeomorphism of S, [I] will be 
the induced element of M(S). If we let U be the unit disc and E its boundary, 
then f will be any lift oft to U. L(r) will be the set of all possible lifts of I to 
U, and if T= (t) is the group generated by t, L(T) will denote the group of 
all lifts of elements of T to U. S is chosen so that U uniformizes S. We let F 
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be a Fuchsian group with U/F = S, and iet x: U+ S be the projection, We 
also write a(h) = t if h = t: 
Note that for f E F, h E L(T), hfl- * is again an element of F (i.e., h 
induces an automorphism of F). 
Recall that if h E L(T) induces an inner automorphism of F, then n(h) is 
homotopic to the identity. 
Following Nielsen we assume that F contains no parabolic elements. 
For any set K, E will be its topological closure and 8K its boundary. 
3. A SUMMARY OF THE BERS-THURSTON CLASSIFICATIONS OF M(S) 
We remind the reader of the Thurston [ 151 and Bers [3] classifications of 
M(S): 
DEFINITION 3.1 131. A finite, nonempty set of disjoint Jordan curves 
{C 1 ,..., C,} is called admissible if no Cj can be continuously deformed into a 
point, into a boundary continuum of S or onto a C, with i # j. We say that a 
homeomorphism f of S is reduced by C = {C;,..., C,} if this partition is 
admissible and f(C) = C. A self-mapping f of S is called reducible if it is 
isotopic to a reduced mapping, irreducible if it is not. 
DEFINITION 3.2 1151. A diffeomorphism t of S is pseudo-Anosov it t is 
isotopic to a diffeomorphism I’ and there is a number A > 1 and a pair of 
transverse measured foliations 5” and 5” on S such that t/(5’) = l/G’Y and 
t’@“) = ng”. 
We talk about reducible, finite or pseudo-Anosov mapping classes when 
we mean that the mapping class contains an element which is one of the 
above. 
If t is reduced by C = (C, ,.,., C,}, let S, ,.,,, S, be the components of 
S - C. Then t permutes the Si, and we let ni be that smallest power of t 
which fixes S,., and by [t”‘] or t”‘we mean the restriction of Pi to Si. 
Diii~lNlT10~ 3.3, t is completely reduced by C if for each i, t”’ is 
irreducible. Every reducible mapping is completely reducible [3, Lemma 51. 
In a complete reduction, we call the t”’ the component maps. 
Thurston’s classification of M(S) can be summarized by: 
THEOREM 3.4 (Thurston [ 151). A mapping class [t] that does not 
contain an element of finite order is either reducible or pseudodnosov but 
not both. Moreover, if it is reducible, then on each component Si of a 
complete reduction, [Pi] is either offinite order or pseudo-Anosov. 
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Let T(S) be the Teichmiiller space of S. For [t] in M(S), let a(t) denote 
the intimum of (x, f(x)), x E T(S). Hence ( , > denotes the Teichmiiller 
distance, and t(x) is the image of x under [t], 
DEFINITION 3.5 (31. We say that [r] is elliptic if it has a fixed point in 
T(S); paruboIic if there is no fixed point but a(r) = 0; hyperbolic if a(t) > 0 
and 3x f T(S) with (x, r(x)) = a(t): pseudohyperboEic if a(t) > 0 and 
(x3 f(X)) > u(t). vx E T(S). 
Note that [tl is elliptic if and only if the mapping class contains an 
element of finite order. If [r] is reducible but not elliptic, then [t] is either 
parabolic or pseudohyperbolic. Which case occurs depends upon whether the 
component maps in a complete reduction are always of finite order or 
whether at least one is hyperbolic (see [3, Section. 71). The first case 
corresponds to a parabolic mapping, the second to a pseudohyperbolic 
mapping, Finally Bers showed (assuming [I] is not finite) that [r] is hyper- 
bolic if and only if [tl is pseudo-Anosov. 
4. DEFINITION OF THE NIELSEN TYPE 
Our aim in this section is to define the Nielsen type of an element 
h f L(T), where t is a diffeomorphism of S. The Nielsen type of h is a pair 
of integer (u,, u,). There are bounds for these integers which depend upon 
the genus of S (Al ). (We denote by (Al), (A2). etc., a number of facts 
about f, ?, etc., summarized without proof. These facts are listed in the 
Appendix along with references.) 
We assumed that F contains only hyperbolic transformations. For f E F 
we let Vr and UJ be its attracting and repelling fixed points on E and AX/ its 
axis. G, = {U,, V,( f E F} is the set of fundamental points of F and its 
closure, C,, is the limit sel of F. G, is either all of E or a closed perfect 
subset of E whose complement is the countable union of certain open 
intervals, called the intervals of regularity. The non-Euclidean straight line 
joining the end points of an interval of regularity is the axis of an element of 
F (A2). 
Given h in L(T). h extends continuously in a natural way to c, (A3). The 
extension, call it 6, carries U, and V,, respectively, into U,,,-, and Vhrh .1. 
(Note that hfh-’ E F.) Moreover (if t is orientation preserving), i preserves 
the cyclical order of the points in c?, (A4). 
For h E L(T), set Nh = {f E F /Jf’ = h}. N, is called the fixed element 
subgroup of F. N, is a finitely generated Fuchsian group (A5). We let c, be 
the minimal number of generators of NI, if h f id. and N, # id,; V, = 0 if 
N, = id.; vh = 2g if h = id. and S is compact. When no confusion is apt to 
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arise, we write ly instead of N,, and h instead of 6. In particular, we write C?, 
instead of c,,,,, for the limit set of N,,. 
Let M be the fixed point set of 6 on GF. Then G, c M (A6); 
G, n M = G, (A7). A point x f M is called a Nielsen-isolated point, or N- 
isolated, if and only if x is the common end point of two intervals of E - M 
and both of these intervals contain points of G, (A8). Alternately, x is N- 
isolated o x is an isolated point of M and x is not the end point of an 
interval of regularity. 
Remark. These facts depend upon (A9): Given x E GF such that x is not 
the end point of an interval of an interval of regularity, then 3g, E F such 
that UK. + x and V8” -+ x from opposite sides of x on E. 
Let x’be an N-isolated point of M. Look at the direction of A on the points 
of c, in these intervals of E ~ M adjacent to X. If the direction in both 
intervals is towards X, x is called attracting; if the direction in both intervals 
is away from x, x is called repelling; otherwise, x is said to be neutral. 
If M contains a neutral isolated point, it contains exactly two points; then 
N = {J} for some f E F and M = (U,. V,/ (A IO). In all other cases, the N- 
isolated points of M are alternately attracting and repelling, and their 
number, modulo N,, is finite (A 11). 
DEFINITION 4. I. Detinition of uh : 
(a) If N, = identity, u,, = the number of N-isolated attracting points in 
M. 
(b) If u,, >, 2, u,, = the number of Iv,, orbits of N-isolated attracting 
points in M. 
(c) If o,, = 1, so that N, = (f), fE F, then uh = the number of N, 
orbits of N-isolated attracting points of M (other than UJ, V,). 
Remark. If M consists of more than two points, U, and I’/ are not 
isolated, but in the case that h4 = {U,, Vfl, we want to exclude these points. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The Nielsen type of h E L(T) is the pair (uh, u,,). 
We further distinguish the two ways in which type (1,O) can occur. 
(1, O)* will denote the case when Ur and V,. are neutral, while (1, O)** will 
be the case of one attracting and one repelling, If Axs does not connect the 
end points of an interval of regularity, and if all of its images under L(T) 
either coincide or are disjoint, we say h is of type (1, O)**a; otherwise h is of 
type (LO)**r. 
If AXE connects the end points of an interval of regularity, then Vr and U, 
are isolated points of M, but not N-isolated. We adopt the convention that 
this, too, is called type (1, O)**. 
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Remark. In 17 1 Nielsen omits assigning a type to this latter case. (See 
[ 7, p. 141. Look at the sentence beginning on line 17 and page 15, case B, .) 
For his statements on page 26 of [7] about mapping classes of finite order to 
be correct, the type chosen must be (1,0)**. Sometimes when we mean only 
this case, we write (l,O)**a. 
In a similar manner, we distinguish types (1, u)8 and (1, u), where we 
tacitly assunic u # 0 to mean that the axis of the primitive fixed element does 
or does not connect the end points of an interval of regularity. 
Note that if h E L(T) and b = id. with S compact, then h is of type 
Pg. 0 1. 
A term that we use later is the index, j(h), of h E L(T).j(h) = 1 - uh - u,,, 
except that j(h) = 2 - 2g if h = id. and S is compact. It turns out that j(h) is 
related to the Lefschetz number of h (A21). 
Finally, cfi - M and E-M are the union of intervals. These latter 
intervals, whether they actually contain points of C?,;,. or not, are called the 
fixed point free intervals of hi. 
We are now in a position to state the equivalence theorems. 
5. STATEMENT OF THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREMS AND THE MAIN RESULTS 
Roughly speaking and leaving aside elements of finite order, the t’,, for 
h E L(T) govern whether or not t is reducible, and the uh govern whether or 
not ItI is of finite order on the surface or on any of the components in a 
complete reduction. To be more precise: Using only the Nielsen theory, we 
prove two statements. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Nielsen tetrachotomy). Given [t] E M(S), then precise& 
une of the following holds: 
(5.1;) Each h E L(T), h + id., is either of type (I, 0)** or of type 
(0,O). 
(5.lii) VhEL(T), htfF, u,=O unless h of type {1,0)*+~ or (1,u)a 
andeither 3hEL(T) with the u,>2 or 3hEL(T) oJtype (l,u)a. 
(5.liii) 3h E L(T), h 6S F, with v,#O and 3h’ EL(T) with uhs # 0. 
Either we may assume h = h’ and h is not of type (1, U)I? or if h # h’, then 
either u,,, > 2 or h’ is of t.vpe (1, U)C? and either vh > 2 or h is of rype (l-O)* 
or (1, O)**o. 
(5.liv) For each h EL(T), uh = 0 unless h is of type (0, 1) and 
3h E L(T), h # id., with z’~ # 0 and either j(h) < 0 or h is of type (I, O)*. 
with h = g*, g E L(T) of type (0. 0). 
Moreover, 
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THEOREM 5.2 (Equivalence theorem). 
(i) [t] is elliptic (0fBnite order) 0 holds, 
(ii) [t] is hyperbolic (pseudo-dnosov) 0 (5.lii) holds. 
(iii) [t] is pseudohyperbolic (injinite reducible with at leas: one 
pseudo-Anosov component map) o (5. liii) holds. 
(iv) [t] is parabolic (‘nf ‘t I lnl e reducible with finite components maps) u 
(5. Iiv) holds. 
For the sake of completeness we include 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume It] is of infinite order. Then ItI is reducible if 
and only Sf3h E L(T), h & F, with u,, f 0 and eitherj(h) < 0 but h is not of 
fype (l,u)& or h is oftype (l,O)* or (l,O)**a. 
Assume [t] is offmite order. Then [t] is reducibie ifand oniy Ijc3h EL(T) 
with h & F and h is of type (l,O)**o. 
Remark. From the formulation of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, it is not 
immediately clear that the cases described for (u,, u,,) are either mutually 
exclusive or exhaustive. That they are follows from a number of various facts 
about the Nielsen type. Facts which we use repeatedly are summarized 
below. 
1. If h E L(T) is of type (0, 0), then 3 an integer n such that h” is not 
of type (0,O) (A 12). 
2, Let j(h) = 1 - uh - uh. Then 3h E L(T), h # id., such that j(h) # 0 
(A13). 
3. If h is of type (0,O) and h” is of type (1, 0), then n = 2 and h” is of 
type (LO)** (A14). 
4. If h is of type (0,O) and h” is of type (0, u), then u > 2 (A15). 
The proof of the equivalence theorem rests on the simple observation that 
there is an isomorphism between the fundamental group of S, 7c,(S, x), and 
F, the Fuchsian group that represents S. Along with this comes a correspon- 
dence between the action oft on loops on S and the action by conjugation of 
h e L(t) on F (see Section 14). The idea is that t fixes loops on S if and only 
if some h in L(T) fixes some element of F. The details must be treated with 
some care. This is done in the next seven sections. 
6. THE MAIN RESULTS OF THE NIELSEN THEORY 
Before we proceed, we need to summarize more of the Nielsen theory and 
terminology. 
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DEFINITION 6. I. The Nielsen cunue.~ region for F, Kf:, is K, n U, where 
K,. is the smallest convex (in the non-Euclidean sense) region of UU E 
containing G,. 
Note that J?P = K,-V G, and that if E - cp = u T,, where Tk are 
intervals, we Iet D, be the disc bounded by T, and the non-Euclidean line 
connecting the end points of Tk; then F?, = E - IJ 0,. 
DEFINITION 6.2. For h EL(T), the kernel of h, denoted by K(h), is the 
convex region of Nh (i.e., K(h) = ICY:,) unless h is of type (1, O)**, (0, u,), or 
(1. u)J when K(h) = 0. 
Note. This is slightly different from Nielsen’s definition for the case 
(I, u).?. The change is to make up for his inconsistency mentioned in 
Section 4. 
If h E L(T) is a lift of a positive power of f, let M* = M - (attracting N- 
isolated points of M}. If h is a lift of a negative power of I, M* = 
M - {repelling N-isolated points of M}. If M* consists of more than one 
point, we let a(h) be the convex region obtained by removing from U all 
non-Euclidean half planes bounded by an interval of E-M*. Otherwise 
R(h)= 0. We adopt the convention that in the case that h is of type 
(1.0)**& then R(h) = 0. 
DEFINITION 6.3. O(h) is cafled the principal region ufk. 
Kemark. K(h) c 8(h) whenever J?(A) exists (i.e., R(h) exists means 
A(h) # 0). (Similarly, K(h) exists means K(h) f 0.) 
Remark. If h is of type (0, O), 3 a positive integer n such that h” is not of 
type (0,O) (A 12). in this case we define K(h) = K(h”) and R(h) = ,Q(h”). 
Remark. The following are equivalent: 
(a) G(h) i 0 and L’,,,, # 0 for some n. 
tb) K(h) ;t 0. 
(c) Either h is of type (l.O)* or j(h) < 0 and uh + 0 orj(h) = I with 
j(h”)<Oand~,~,#Oorh”isoftype(l,O)*. 
Note. Also if j(h) # I, then Q(h) = LI(h”) and K(h) =K(h”) for all 
positive integers n (A24). 
One of the main results of the Nielsen theory is about the relation of two 
principal regions. 
NELSEN FACT 6.4 (A16). For any h and g E L(T) either 
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0) a(h) = Wg), or 
(ii) R(h) f7 Q(g) = 0, or 
(iii) O(h) n R(g) = A+ for some/ E F. 
When (iii) occurs, K(h) n K(g) = Ax, and Axf is a boundary axis of both 
K(h) and K(g). 
7. MAPPING CLASSES OF FINITE ORDER 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 7.1. [t] is elliptic o Vh E L(T), h + id., h is either of type 
(6 w** or (0,O). 
We begin with 
LEMMA 7.2. Assume h EL(T) is such that K(h)= K,; then x(h) is 
homotopic to the identity so that [t] is offinite order. 
Proof. Assume K(h) = K,. Recall that K(h) = K,, where N = {f E F 1 
fif -’ = h}. We know NcF, and by Lemma 7.3 below, N= F, so that h 
commutes with all elements of F. This means that n(h) is homotopic to the 
identity. But n(h) = f” for some n. Thus tR is homotopic to the identity. 
We let 4 denote the proper containment. 
LEMMA 7.3. If N c F, then KN = Kf e N = F. Moreover, if id. f: N$ F, 
then K, has a boundary curve that is not a boundary curve of K,. 
Proof: If NF F, then 3f E F, f & N. Then V,, U, E G,, Vf, U, & G,. 
Could Vf, V, be in GN? Suppose 3g, E G, such that { Upn} converges to UJ. 
g, E G, implies h(UJ = Ug’,,. By continuity we mbst have h(U,) = U,. 
Similarly, h(Vf) = V/. Then we must have hfh-’ = f so that f f N already. 
Thus G-N is a proper subset of G, and CF. We want to claim K,$K#,. Let 
E - cN = u Tk and E - eF = U II, where the Jj and Tk are intervals. Let Dj 
(respectively, E,J be the disc bounded by I, (respectively, Tk) and the non- 
Euclidean straight line A, (respectively, B,) connecting the end points of I, 
(respectively, ‘Z’,). Then each Ii is contained in some one r,, call it T+ and 
each Dj is contained in EA. 
Since c,$GF, E-GG,$E-cN. Thus lJ ljs u Tk and lJ Dj$ U_ E, 
(either (i) one Dj,$ Ejk or_(ii) 3E, which does not contain an 1,). Then K, = 
E-UEE,$~-UDDi=K,. If (i) occurs, A,#B,,, and A, and BjI are 
boundary curves of K, and EN,, respectively, and Bjkn U is not a boundary 
curve of K,. If (ii) occurs, B, n U is not a boundary curve of K,. 
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The following lemma is proved with greater generality than we need for 
this section, but it is the tirst part of the main decomposition theorem and is 
used repeatedly. 
LEMMA 7.4. Given t, L(T) as above, 3h E L(T), with n(h) = t” for some 
integer n > 0 for which at least one of the following holds: 
(a) N, = F, in which case [t 1 is offinite order and K, = K(h). 
(b) h is of type (0, u) with u >, 2. 
(c) h is of type (u,, uh) with vh # 0 andj(h) < 0 and N,, # F. 
(d) h is of type (0,O) and h2 is of type (1, O)*. 
ProoJ By Nielsen (A13) 3h EL(T) with n(h) = t” for some n > 0 such 
that j(h) + 0. If j(h) < 0, then if iVh = F, we are in case (a), and we apply 
Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 to conclude that [t] is of finite order. If Nh + F, then 
either vh = 0 and we are in case (b) (U > 2 sincej(h) < 0), or vh # 0 and we 
are in case (c). If j(h) > 0 for all h, then 3h with j(h) = 1, so h is of type 
(0,O). But 3m such that h” is not of type (0,O) (A12), and since j(h”‘) = 0, 
by (A 14) and (A15) we must have m = 2 and h* of type (1, 0)“. 
Proof of Theorem 7. I. If [f 1 is of finite order and h E L(T), h f id., then 
by Nielsen ]S, Part III, Sects. 6, 71 or [ 7, p. 261 (A19), h is either of type 
c1,01** or (0,O). 
Conversely, assume that for all h E L(T), h # id., either (v,, nk) = (1, 0)** 
or (0,O). Then apply Lemma 7.4: jh E L(T) with a(h) = P, n > 0, and either 
(a), (b), (c) or (d) occurs. But (b), (c) or (d) is ruled out. Thus [t] is of finite 
order. 
We further separate case (c) of Lemma 7.4 into two parts to obtain 
LEMMA 7.5. Given t, L(T) as above, 3h E L(T), with n(h) = t” for some 
integer n > 0 for which at leasr one of the following holds: 
(a) N, = F, in which case It] is of Jnite order and K, = K(h). 
(b) h is of type (0, u), u 2 2. 
(c) h is of type (v,,, ulr) with vh + 0 andj(h) < 0 and Iv’, # F, but h is 
nor of type (1, u)?. 
(d) h is of type (0,O) and h2 is of type (1, O)*. 
(e) h is of type (1, u)a. 
8. REDUCIBLE MAPPING CLASSES AND SIMPLE AXES 
The main result of this section is 
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THEOREM 8.1. Assume [t] is of infinite order. Then [t] is reducible v 
and only if 3h E L(T), h & F, with vh # 0 and either-j(h) < 0 but h is not of 
type (1, u)& or h is of type (l,O)* or (1, O)**a. 
Assume It] is offlnite order. Then [t] is reducible if and only if 3h E L(T) 
with h 6 F and h is of type (I, O)**o. 
Note that this is Theorem 5.3. 
The proof of this theorem will use the deepest results of the Nielsen theory 
(see (A16), (A17), (AlS), Lemma 7.4). 
Let A = Ax, be the axis of some f E F, For h E L(T), h(A) denotes the 
axis of hjh-’ (i.e., the nonEuclidean straight line with end points I’,,, I = 
h( V,> and Ufhf-, = i?(Uu,)). Similarly for h, g E L(T) we let h(R(g)) and 
h(K(g)) denote R(hgh-‘) and K(hgh-‘), respectively. 
DEFINITION 8.2 (Nielsen). A is simple with respect to L(T) if Vh E L(T) 
either h(A) nA = 0 or h(A) =A. We call A a simple axis for short. A is a 
simple inner axis if in addition A is not a boundary curve of K,. 
We prove later 
THEOREM 8.3. ]t] is reducibleo 3 an inner simple axis with respect to 
-WI- 
Remark. If h f L(T), then h(K,) =-I E!,.. and fi must permute the boundary 
curves of K,. 
Remark. The image X(A) of a simple axis is a simple closed geodesic on 
s. 
LEMMA 8.4, If L(T) has a simple inner axis, then [t] is reducible. 
Prooj Let A be a simple inner axis, and let a = rc(A). Consider the set of 
free homotopy classes 3 = {[t’(a)] ] i = 0, 1,2,...}, where [t’(a)] is the 
homotopy class of t’(a). Since A is simple with respect to L(T) and It’(a) ] = 
[rt(Axm-,)I for some g E F, we know for each i and j that either t’(a) = 6(a) 
or t’(a) n r’(a) = 0. Since for a surface of finite type there is a bound on the 
number of disjoint simple geodesics, 3 is a finite set of homotopy classes. 
Replacing f by a homotopic map if necessary and t’(a) by the unique 
geodesic in its homotopy class, we obtain a finite set 3 which reduces 1. 
LEMMA 8.5. Assume [t] is reducible, then there is an inner simple axis. 
Proof. Let t be reduced by C = (C, ,..., C,.}. Then 3 an integer s such that 
t”(C,) = C,. C, is simple. By Lemma 15.1, jf E F such that rr(Axf) = C,, 
and gh E L(tS) c L(T) such that hJh-’ =$ Thus uh f 0. Since the Cj reduce 
I, A+ must be simple with respect to L(T), and since no Ci is homotopic to a 
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boundary curve. AX, is an inner axis. [i.e.. if 3g E L(T) such that 
g(Axf)nA-xf# 0 but g(A-r,) # A.Y~. then if Tc(g) = iv. we have 
P(C,) n C, f 0. Since the C,‘s reduce I, t*(C,) = C, , which implies g(Ax() = 
ii@,?,) for k E F. But k(AxJ f’3,4-yf# 0 and k(Ax,) # Aq implies AX, is not 
even simple w.r.t. F. (But any axis of F which projects onto a simple 
geodesic is simple with respect to F,)( 
LEMMA 8.6. Let h 15 L(T). Suppose K(h), the ketxel of h, exists. Then 
anp boundary uxis of K(h) is simple with respect to L(T). 
Proot Let Ax, be a boundary axis of K(h)c.Q(h). Assume for some 
g E L(T) that g(Ax,)n Ax, # 0. We want to show g(Ax,) = Ax,. If 
g@(h)) f’ G(h) # 0, by (A 16) either 
(i) Q(h) n g(fl(h)) =,4x, for some f E F. or 
(ii) Q(h) = g(R(h)). 
If g(R(k)) n 12(h) = Axl, where f E F, then in fact (A 16) says Ax, is a 
common boundary axis for K(h) and g(K(h)) = K(ghg-‘). Then since 
g(Ax,) f7Ax, i 0 * AX, c Ax, 3 Ax, = Axi since both are bounding axes, 
and thus g(i4x,) = As, since g maps the boundary of K(h) to the boundary 
of K(ghg- ‘). 
If g(R(h)) = R(h), then Q[ghg ‘) = Q(h). Let M(h) and g(M(h)) = 
M(ghg- ‘) be the fixed point sets on cf. of h and ghg ‘. Then R(h)f! E = 
M(h) and R(ghg- ‘)nE = M(ghg ‘), Thus M(h) = M(ghg- ‘1. But 
G,.. n M(h) = N,, and G,.. n M(ghg- ‘) = NRha , . Thus N, = Nfihfi j = g(N,,). 
Thus K(h)= K(ghg-‘). But one can check that g maps the boundary of 
K(h) onto the boundary of g(K(h)) = K(ghg-‘). Thus Ax,, and g(Ax,) are 
boundary axes of K(h). Thus if g(Ax,,,) n Ax, + 0. then g(Ax,) = Ax,,. 
LEMMA X.7. Assume 3h such that uhf 0 and K(h)# 0. Then either 
K(h) has a boundacv axis which is an inner simple axis or jtj is of finite 
order. 
ProoJ By Lemma 8.6 every boundary axis of K(h) is simple. Since 
u,, # 0 and K(h) # 0, either K(h) has a boundary axis or K(h) = U. in which 
case cLV, = E. But x(K(h)) = K(h)/N, is contained in S. If c,\, = E, then S is 
compact and K(h)/N,, is compact, which implies S = K(h)/N,,, so that 
IV, = F. But N, = FD [x(h)] = id., so [t] is finite. Thus we may assume 
K(h) has a boundary axis, which is a simple axis. Then either one boundary 
axis of K(h) is an inner axis of K, or every boundary axis of K(h) is a 
boundary curve of K,. The latter can happen in two ways: (i) KI. = K(h) or 
(ii) K(h) is precisely one boundary curve of K,.. If (i) occurs, then N, = F, 
which implies 1 tJ is finite. If (ii) occurs, K(h) is of type (1, 0)* (because type 
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(Lo)** or (1, u)a has no kernel). A (1, 0)* axis cannot be a boundary axis 
of K, because by definition there are points of eF on each side of the two 
fixed points of t% 
Proof of Theorem 8.3. Combine Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5. 
LEMMA 8.8. Assume It] is of finite order. Then [t] is reducible 
o3h E L(T) of type (1, 0)** with Axs, an inner simple with respect to L(T). 
Proof. Assume [t] is reducible and of finite order. Then the proof of 
Lemma 8.5 shows that 3fE F with Ax, an inner simple and h EL(T) with 
h$V ’ = J so u,, + 0. By Theorem 7.1 we must have h of type (1, O)** and 
f = f, with AxI, a simple inner axis. The converse follows from Lemma 8.4. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1, The second statement is Lemma 8.8, so we may 
assume ItI is of infinite order. 
We do the reverse implication first. If 3h of type (1, O)**u, then there is 
an inner simple axis, and we are done by Lemma 8.4. If 3h with uh # 0 and 
j(h) ( 0 but h not of type (1, u)a, or h is of type (I, O)*, then K(h) # 0. 
Then by Lemma 8.7. since Ir] is not of finite order, 3 an inner simple axis, so 
by Theorem 8.3, It] is reducible. 
Conversely, if [t] is reducible, then by Theorem 8.3, 3 an inner simple 
axis. By Lemma 7.5, if [t] is not of finite order, then either 3h such that 
uh # 0 and K(h) f 0 (cases (d) or (c)) or (b) 3h of type (0, u), u > 2, or (e) 
3h of type (1, ~)a. If (d) or (c) never occur for any h, by the proof of 
Lemma 8.5 we know 3h & F with u,, # 0 and Axfh simple with respect to 
L(T). Thus h must be of type (l,O)*%. 
9. THE PROOF OF THE NIELSEN TETRACHOTOMY 
We begin with 
THEOREM 9.1. Giuen [t] E M(S), [t] is reducible but not offinite order 
o eidw (5. liii) or (5,liv) occurs. Further (5.liii) and (5.liv) cannot occur 
simultaneously. 
Proof. If (5.liii) or (5.liv) occurs, then by Theorem 8.1, It] is reducible. 
By Theorem 7.1, [t] is of finite order if and only if (5.li) occurs. But (5,liii) 
and (5.liv) preclude (5.li) because each involves the existence of a non- 
identity element of type other than (0,O) or (l,O)**. Thus It] is infinite 
reducible. 
Conversely, assume It] is infinite reducible. Then by Theorem 8.1 3h’ E 
L(T) with uh, #0 and K(h’) #0 or h’ is of type (l,O)**a. Further, 
3h E L(T) for which either Lemma 7.5(a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) holds. Lemma 
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7.5(a) occurs if and only if [t] is of finite order. If Lemma 7.5(b) or (e) 
occurs, (5. liii) is satisfied. If Lemma 7.5(c) occurs, with ug # 0, then (kliii) 
is also satisfied. If Lemma 7.5(c) occurs with u,, = 0. then either all g E L(T) 
with j(g) < 0 have u, = 0, in which case we are in (5. liv) or 3g E L(T) with 
j(g) < 0, but u, # 0, so we are in case (5. liii). Finally, if (d) occurs, then 
either 3 some other g E L(T) with j(g) < 0, and we argue as before that 
either (5.liv) or (5.liii) occurs or VgE L(T), j(g) 20. In that case the 
element of L(T) are all of type (0,O) with square of type (1. 0)* or of type 
(1.0)““. By Lemma 7.5, type (1, O)* definitely occurs. This gives case 
(5. I iv). 
The fact that (5. liii) and (5. liv) cannot occur simultaneously is obvious 
from their definitions. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (Nielsen tetrachotomy). It is clear that the four 
cases are mutually exclusive. We want to show that they are exhaustive. 
Let jr] E M(S). By Lemma 7.5, 3h E L(T) such that h satisfies (a), (b), 
(c), (d) or (e). If (a) occurs, by Theorem 7.1. (5.li) occurs. If (c) or (d) 
occurs, then 3h E L(T) such that vA # 0 and K(h) f 0, so by Lemma 8.7 
either there is an inner simple axis or it] is of finite order. Theorem 7.1 
excludes the latter possibility. If there is an inner simple axis, by 
Theorem 8.3 [rl is reducible and by Theorem 9. I either (5. liii) or (5. liv) 
occurs. Thus we are left with the possibility that h E L(T) satisfies (b) or (e). 
Consider any other h’ E L(T) with non-zero index. It. or one of its powers, 
will also satisfy (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e). S’ mce some h EL(T) satisfies (b) or 
(e), no other h’ E L(T) can satisfy (a) by Theorem 7.1. Thus h’ either 
satisfies (b), (c), (d) or (e). If any h’ satisfies (c) and (d), we are again in 
case (5.liii) or (5.liv). We are left with the possibility for each h E L(T) 
with j(h) f 0, either h satisfies (b) or (e), or h is of type (0, 0) with h’ 
satisfying (b) or (e) for some integer r. We then look at the elements of index 
0. They can be of type (l,O)*, (l,O)**u, or (I,O)**q. If (l,O)**u or (l,O)* 
occurs, we are in case (S.Iiii). Otherwise we are in case (5. iii). 
Our next task is to understand the difference between the two infinite 
reducible cases (5.liii) and (5.liv) (as well as the finite reducible case). This 
is done in the next two sections. 
10. DECOMPOSITION OF K, BY A MAXIMAL SYSTEM OF SIMPLE AXES 
In this section (Theorem 10.1 and Lemma 10.2) and in most of the next 
section (Lemma 11.4 and Corollary 11.6) we verify in detail, as well as 
slightly modify, Nielsen’s claims about the decomposition of K,- that occurs 
when an inner simple axis exists. (see [7, Sects. 10, 11 I.’ 
’ We do this section in detail because Nielsen’s claims arc somewhat ambiguous 
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THEOREM 10.1, If A is a simple inner axis with respect to L(T), then 
there exists a decomposition of K,. by a maximai system of disjoint simple 
axes c’J, containing A, which satisfies the following: Let B be any of the 
regions into which CZ divides K, and B be B together with the part in U of 
the axes of CZ which bound B; then (i) K,; - @= U B; (ii) if F, = 
(f~FlfB=Bj, then B=KFB; and (iii) F, is the Poincare group of 
b = X’(B). (Recall T? is the projection 71’: K,+ K,/F = S’ onto S’, the 
closure of what Bers terms the Nielsen kernel of S [4].) 
We will also show 
LEMMA 10.2. For each h E L(t) and for each B, there is a least positive 
integer b 3: h”(B) = gB for some g E F so that g-‘hS = B or t”(b) = b. 
Similarly, for any A E 6?!, there is a least positive a, with h”(A) = g’(A) for 
some g’ E F so that (g’)- ‘h*(A) = A and t”(rt’(A)) = n’(A). 
DEFINITION 10.3. For any B or A, we let p and a be the p and EI of 
Lemma 10.2 and set h, = g-‘h”, h, = (g’))‘h”. 
Let A simple with respect to L(T). If Ai is any axis, we let x’(Ai) = ai be 
its image on S’ = K,./F. We let (L(T)A,} be the set of images of Ai under 
L(T). (Here hA is the axis with end points U,-, and I’,,,-, if A =Ax,, 
fE F.) Then ($(L(T)A)J is a finite set, a, t(a),,.., t*- ‘(a), where t”(a)= a. 
(Here t(a) is taken to mean the unique geodesic in the free homotopy class 
of a, and replacing t by a homotopic map if necessary we may assume 
f(u) = this unique geodesic.) 
If there is a simple axis A =A,, one can choose a maximal system 
A , ,..., A, of simple axes so that 
(10.4) in L(T)A, U ..a UL(T)A, no two axes intersect and 
(10.5) any other axis of F which is simple with respect to L(T) 
intersects at least one axis in (10.4). 
Note that the image of (10.4) on S’ (or S) is a finite set that completely 
reduces t. Let CE’ be the set of axes in (10.4). 
Given any h E L(T), h reproduces (10.4). The set (10.4) divides K, into 
subregions 8. K,; - G! = l.j B. Then if B is one of the regions the following is 
true: 
LEMMA 10.6. The boundary aB of B inside K, is made up of axes, Given 
any three axes A, A’, A” in aB no one separates the other two, but given A 
not in aB there exist A’ and A” in 3B such that A’ separates A and A”. I3 is 
simply connected and convex. 
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ProuJ By induction since L(T) is countable and P is finite. it suffices to 
show that the regions obtained by dividing K, or any simply connected 
region by an axis whose end points are on En B or En gj. is simply 
connected and convex. This is obvious. 
Let 8 be some one of the regions. If A,A’, A” E i;‘B are such that A’ 
separates A and A “. then B would be subdivided into two regions B, and B?. 
B,UB,=B-A’. 
Let A’ be an axis of the subdivision (10.4) not in the boundary of B. For 
each .4 E 2B, we let D,J(A) be the non-Euclidean half plane bounded by A 
and the interval along E bounded by the end points of A. Then 
I/ --- B = (J ,rEar,D,(A). IfA’tZ8~,A’n@=@sothatA’clJ-B. SinceA’ 
is connected. .4’ c D,(A) for some one A. Let ‘4” be any other boundary axis 
of B. (There must be one.) Then A separates A” and A’. 
LEMMA 10.7. Given h E L(T), h preserves the set (10.4) end the 
separation properties of Lemma 10.6. 
Pro@ Obviously h preserves (10.4). fi also preserves the cyclical order 
of the points on G,. so that A does or does not separate A’ and An u h(A) 
does or does not separate h(A’) and h(A”) because whether or not A 
separates A’ and A” depends only upon the cyclical order of the six end 
points. 
Let B be a region of the subdivision. Since B is connected, h(B) is 
connected. Thus (h(A) 1 A E 8s) bounds a connected region. If this is not 
some region of the subdivision, then 3 an axis C in (10.4) that further divides 
it. Then C separates h(A,) and h(A,) for some A, and A?. Then h-‘(C) 
separates A, and A,. h-‘(C) E L(T)C, h-‘(C)@ aB* h-‘(C) subdivides B 
further. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10.8. F, is the PoincarP group of b. 
ProoJ Recall F, = (fE FIf(B) = B). ForfE L(T).f(B) = B’ for some 
B’ andf(B)=B-+fEF,. IfS&FRrf(B)nB=O. (At worstf(B) and f? 
have a common boundary axis from (10.4)) Thus z’(E) = B/F, = b. Since B 
is simply connected, p,$ is the Poincark group of 6. 
LEMMA 10.9. If f tZ F,, then f(2B ) = %B. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 10.6 showsJ(8B) =aB’, where B’ =ffB). If 
f(B) = B, then f 8s = 3B. 
LEMMA 10.10. IfAx, is a boundq of B, fhen g E F,. 
Proof: g(Ax,) is a boundary of B since g(Ax,) = Ax,. But g(B) has Ax, 
as one of its boundaries. There exist at most two regions that have Ax, as a 
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boundary, B and B’, and each one lies in one of the components of U - Ax,. 
Since g preserves these two components, we must have gB = B so g E FB. 
LEMMA 10.11. If  Ax, E i9B, we know V, E ZB. If f EF,, then 
lim,+,f”(V,) E @. 
Prooj If V, E 83, then SE FB =s f”( V,) E i% Vn. 
- - 
LEMMA 10.12. IffE F,, then V,E 3B and UfE i3B. 
Proof, Since i?B # 0, let A = Ax, E aB. We may assume g # fotherwise - - 
Vf and G; are already in aB. Then lim,,, f”( V,) E aB by Lemma 10.11. But 
lim,,, r( V,) = Vr if g f J Similarly lim,,, f-“( U,) = U,. 
COROLLARY 10.13. I f f  E FBI then AqE B orA+EB. 
- 
ProoJ B and B are convex and I’,, U, by Lemma 10.12 are in i3B. 
COROLLARY 10.14. 8 = KFI. 
ProoJ We want to claim B3 GFi Suppose f E F,, then U,, V, E B, by 
Lemma 10.12 so that GFI, c s or GFA c B. Thus B is a convex region 
containing cFil. Could there be a smaller one? If RF,% B, we may suppose 
K,:,$B. If KF,5 B, then 3 an axis A = AxB, g E F with A E i?B, A b? KFa. By 
Lemma 10.10, g f F,, which implies that Ax, n U f KPB. Thus B” = KPR. 
Proof of Theorem 10.1. (i) Follows from the definition of the 
subdivision. (iii) is Lemma 10.8 and (ii) is Corollary 10.14. 
Proof of Lemma 10.2. The images of the curves in (10.4) on S’ are 
disjoint closed geodesics, Since there is a bound on the number of these on 
any surface, there are only a finite number of image regions b of B on 9. t 
permutes these regions so some power of t, say t’, must fix each b. Then if 
n’(h) = t, h4B = gB for some g E F. The same argument works for A and U. 
11. THE TYPE OF THE LIFTS AS MAPPINGS ON THE 
COMPONENTS OF THE DECOMPOSITION 
If B is a component of the decomposition, let TB = {h E L(T) 1 hB = B}. 
When we consider f” as a function on b = n’(B), we write LB((t6)) to denote 
the lifts of t” and its powers as functions on b alone. If ? is any lift of t4 that 
fixes B, then LB({t5)) = {g(P)” / n E Z, g E FB} = r,. We have LB((tD}) c 
L.((f”)) = i@)” ( n E G g E q. 
Since B is a universal covering of b with covering group FB, there is a 
homeomorphism h of B onto U with hF,h-’ = F;. Here FL is a finitely 
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generated Fuchsian group. If II’: B + B/F, and Is: U-r U/F; are the 
projections, 7; 0 h = K’. Further, h extends to a homeomorphism 6 of cP, 
onto CFk. Given any q E TB, then 34, a lift to U of rc(q), with i= hqh-‘. 
Since h maps IV, onto N,- and h maps the fixed point set of q onto that of q, 
preserving attracting, repelling and neutral points, one can compute the type 
of q f T, in B with respect to cF, instead of carrying out all of the 
computations for 4’ in U with respect to c,., . Thus each h E r,, if thought of 
as a lift of a homeomorphism of b only, has a type, a fixed subgroup, etc. 
We denote these by (Us, u~)~. u,.,, ZI~,~, NII,“, etc. 
One of the main results of this section is 
THEOREM 11.1. Assume there exists a simple inner axis so that 1 t ] is 
reducible. Then 3k E L(T) 3: uk f 0 and k is not of type (0, 1) * 3B and 
9 E T, 3: uq,R + 0 and q is not of fype (0, 1) on B. (In fact, q is either of type 
(0, uq.Fl ) with uq,B > 2 or of type (I. u,,,);‘.) 
Note that uk is computed with respect to c, and uq.H with respect to e,..,+, 
the limit set of FB. Recall that for any h E L(T), an N-isolated point of h is 
called a cuspidal point when R(h) # 0. (This merely means that either 
uh > 2 or u,, = 1, v, # 0. Alternately P is a cusp point if it is an N-isolated 
point of M and M contains more than two points. Our aim is to prove, along 
with Theorem I 1.1 
THEOREM 1 1.2. Assume It 1 is reducible and not of finite order. Then 
Vk E L(T). uk = 0 unless k is of t*vpe (0. 1)~ VB, 3q E T, such that 
Nq.n = F,] so that B c K,, c K(q) and lx(q)] is offinite order on 6. 
and 
COROLLARY 11.3. Assume that [t] is reducible bur It] is not of finite 
order. Then It I either satis$es Theorem 5.1(5.liii) or (5. liv), but not both. 
Moreover, (t] satisfies (5. liv) Q VB, [tb j satisfies (5.fi) on n’(B) = b and [t] 
satisfies [S.Iiii) o 38 such that [tfi] satisJes (5.lii) on x’(B) = b. 
We begin with 
LEMMA Il.4 (Nielsen). If q E T, has a cuspidalpoints so that q has at 
least four isolated jlxed points on c?~#, then q has a cuspidal point as an 
element of L(T) so that q is not of type (0, 1) but u, > 1. 
ProoJ See 17, pp. 32, 331 (A25). 
We want to prove a converse. The proof is indirect. First we prove 
LEMMA 11.5. Assume It] is reducible. Then for each component B, 
3k E TB such that j(k) < 0 and either Nk,R = F, so rhat B = KF, c K(k) and 
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1 t”] on b is of finite order or k is of type (0, u), wi&h u > 2 or k is of type 
(1, U),a. 
ProoJ: Following Nielsen [7, pp. 33-341 we can apply Lemma 7.5 to 
TB = L,((I’}), to conclude that 3k E L,((t”)) such that either (a), (b), (c), 
(d) or (e) occurs. If (c) or (d) occurs, then in at least the unit disc model of 
B and F,, k has a nonempty kernel and one of its boundary axes is an inner 
simple with respect to hT,h-’ = Tk. (This is in Lemmas 7.2 and 8.7.) If we 
call this axis C and denote by h-‘(C) = A the non-Euclidean line connecting 
the images under 6 -’ of the end points of C on r!?.;, then A c B and 
A n aB = 0. Thus A does not intersect any axis in (10.4). Further A is 
simple with respect to T, . Then if h’ E L(T), h’ & TH , h’(A) n B = 0. 
Further, if 3A’ in the set (10.4) such that A’ n h’(A) f 0 then 
(h’)-‘(A’) nA # 0. But (&-‘(A’) is again in (10.4), so this cannot happen. 
Thus if (c) or (d) occurred, (10.4) would not be a maximal set. 
Thus either (a), (b) or (e) occurs. If (a) occurs NkqB = FR so FB c Nk * 
KF.,, c K(k) (here N, and K(k) are on all of U) and [to] is of finite order on 
6. If (b) occurs k is of type (0, u), with u > 2. If (e) occurs, then k is of type 
(1, u),a meaning that the boundary axis is a boundary of B. 
COROLLARY 11.6. If [t] is reducible and satisjies (5.liv), then VB, 
3h E TD such that N h.A = FR, B” = KF, c K(h) and it”] is offinite order. 
ProoJ: If not, 3B and h E TR such that uh,B > 2 or h is of type (1, ~,%,)a 
by Lemma 11.5. Since there are at least four isolated fixed points, then by 
Lemma 11.4, 3h E L(T) such that u,, > 1 and h is not of type (0,l). Then [t] 
does not satisfy (5.liv). 
COROLLARY 11.7. If [t) is reducible and sntisfies (5.liii), then 3B and 
lh f TB with uhqB = 0, u R,B > 2 or h is of type (1, ~~,~)a. 
Proof: Assume [t] satisfies (5.liii). Then 3h, E L(T) such that 
R(h,) # 0 and fJ(h,)q K(h,) (otherwise un, would be zero). Now assume 
that for all B, 3h, E T, such that [x’(h,)] is of finite order on b, NIldlS = FB 
and l-7 = KF, c K(h,). Recall K,-LZ=UBc(jl?!clJK(hB)c 
u hc,.(Tj K(h) c K,. . For h, E L(n, we have K(h,)$ R(h,). Thus K, - cjg = 
U B c U Bc U K(h,) c UhEL,TJ K(lz)$ iJheL,.J’, l?(h) c Kr and this next to 
last containment is proper. This implies that R(h,) - K(h,) c 0l. However, 
the relation between the principal region and the kernel region is such that 
their difference (when they do not coincide) is never contained in a union of 
axes. 
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Assume 3k E L(T) 3: uk # 0 and k is not of type 
{O, I). Then by Theorems 9.1 and 7.1, [1] satisfies (5.liii). Apply 
Corollary 11.7 and we are done. Conversely, assume 3B and q E TB 3: 
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u 4T8 f 0 and q is not of type (0, 1) on B. Then u~,~ = 0 or h is of type 
(1, u s,R)a, otherwise by the argument given in the proof of Lemma 11.5 the 
set (10.4) would not yield a complete reduction. Thus there at least four 
isolated boundary fixed points and by Lemma 11.4 then q E L(T), u, f 0 
and q has a cuspidal point which means that q is not of type (0, 1). 
Proof of Theorenr 11.2. By Theorem 9.1, if It] is reducible and of infinite 
order either (5. liii) or (S.liv) holds. Since Vk, uk = 0 unless k is of type 
(0, I), (5. liii) cannot hold. Thus (5. liv) holds and we apply Corollary 11.6 
for the forward implication. Assume VB. 3q E TH such that Iv’,,,, = F,,, 
i? = KFH c K(q) and ] n{q) 1 is of finite order on b. But suppose 3/i E L(T) 
with uk + 0 and k is not of type (0. I). 
Then by Theorem 11.1, 38 and g E i”, such that on Ef, u,+, > 2 (L’~,!~ = 0) 
or g is of type (1, u,,,)lj. But since for this B 3q E T, such that [n(g)] is of 
finite order on 6, apply Theorem 7.1 to conclude u,,, cannot be greater than 
or equal to 2 and g cannot be of type (I, u,,,)?. 
Proo/ oJ Corollur,v 11.3. The first statement is Theorem 9.1. The 
argument in the proof of Lemma 11.5 shows that the component maps in a 
complete reduction are irreducible. Thus by Theorems 9.1 and 5.1 the 
component maps are either of type (5.li) or of type (5.lii). Theorems 11.1 
and 11.2 show precisely when each occurs. 
12. THE PROOF OF THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Part (i) is merely Theorem 7.1, so we may assume 
]I ] E M(S) is of infinite order. Then either [r 1 is reducible or irreducible. By 
Theorem 9.1, It] is reducible if and only if (5.liii) or (5.liv) occurs. Thus [t] 
is finite irreducible if and only if (5.1 ii) occurs. But Theorems 4 and 7 of [ 3 ] 
say that It] is hyperbolic if and only if [r] is irreducible but not of finite 
order. Also by Theorems 4 and 7 of 131, [t] is reducible but not of finite 
order if and only if [t] is parabolic or pseudohyperbolic. By the note 
following (7.9) in [3 J, we know that I/] is parabolic if and only if the [rD] are 
of finite order on the components of a complete reduction and pseudo- 
hyperbolic if and only if at least one restriction map is of infinite order. 
Combining this with Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 11.3 yields the equivalences 
for (5. liii) and (5.liv). 
Theorem 5.3 is just Theorem 8.1. 
We remark that the determination of the class of a homeomorphism of a 
surface by the Bers or Thurston method requires choosing an appropriate 
representative for the mapping class, whereas the Nielsen method does not 
require that one choose any specific representative, (e.g., [t] is reducible if 31’ 
with [t’] = 111 and r is reducible.) This is because L(T) actually already runs 
hOl,f40/ I-7 
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over all homotopic (isotopic) maps. In other words, if [t] = [[‘I, then the 
types that occur for elements of L(T) are precisely the same as the types that 
occur for elements of L(T). To be more precise 
THEOREMS 12.1. If t is homotopic to t’, then 3 a function u: L(T) -+ L(T). 
CT is l-l and onto, and if h E L(T), then (u,(~,, u,& = (Us, uJ. 
ProoJ Assume f is homotopic to I’. For h EL(T) let Q(h) be the 
automorphism of F given by conjugation by h (i.e., C%!(h)(f) = hfi-‘). Let & 
be the extension of h on G,. Recall 6 is defined on G, by A(U,) = Ungh , = 
u n(h)g and iWg/,) = h,,L’ = bchJg and then extended to c,- by continuity. 
Then h depends only on M(h) (i.e., if h and k: U -+ U, then 8= &e 
C%(h) = Q(k)). Notice that in their definition the numbers (u,, uh) depend 
only on f5. 
Suppose t and 1’ are homotopic. We claim that if t^ and ? are any lifts, 
then t and b’ are homotopic o 67(l) = a(g) 0 a(?‘) for some g E F. To see 
this, use the lemma on p. 119 of ] 11. 
i.e., 
aE(g) 0 67(F) = O(g 0 B). 
Thus f= g 0 ? or (vi, ui) = (v,~;,, tiRCil). Thus if It) = It’], then for each lift F 
of t’, 3h E L(t) with (L),,, uh) = (u;,, u;,), and h is unique; i.e., suppose 
fzz gofi and B= g, 0 7; then 6t’(g Q ?) = @(g, 0 t’) - VfE F. 
got’of(t’)-‘og-1 = g, 0 F 0 f 0 (fy 0 g;‘* (?)(g, 0 g-‘)(P)-’ 
commutes with every element of F 3 g, o g-’ = id. We have for each i, ui: 
L(r’) + L((t’)‘). oi is one-to-one and onto, and (uh, u,,) = (u~,~,,), u,,& 
Define u: Z,(T) -+ L(T’) as follows: If h E L(T), h E L(ti) for some i (this i is 
unique and well defined). Set u(h) = oi(h). 
Finally, one last way to rephrase the Nielsen tetrachotomy is in terms of 
the relationship between the principal region, Q(h), and the kernel region, 
K(h). This is how Nielsen originally viewed parabolic and finite mapping 
classes. We introduce more terminology. 
DEFINITION 12.2. We say K(h) is totally trivial if K(h) = 0 and if in 
addition h is not of type (1, O)**o. We write K(h) = 00 or K(h) # 00 to 
mean that K(h) is or is not totally trivial. 
THEOREM 12.3 (Nielsen tetrachotomy: principal region-kernel region 
form). Given 1 t ] E M(S), then precisely one of the folIowing hoIds: 
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(i) Vh EL(T), h # id., R(h) = K(h) = 0 or a(h) =K(h) = K,;. 
(ii) Vh E L(T), h & F, K(h) = 00 and 3h + id. 3: R(h) it 0. 
(iii) 3h E L(T) 3: K(h)+ 00 and 3h’fL(T) such thar 
0 # R(h’) # K,. and K(h) f fi(h’). 
(iv) Vh E L(T), K(k) = G(h) and 31 E L(T), h # id., such thal 
K(h)+:0andK(h)$;K,. 
ProoJ Use the definition of K(h) and Q(h) together with Theorem 5.1. 
We easily obtain 
THEOREM 12.4 (Equivalence theorem: principal region-kernel region 
form ), 
(i) /tl is elliptic (offinite order) o Theorem 12.3(i) holds. 
(ii) it] is hyperbolic (pseudo-Anosov) o Theorem 12.3(ii) holds. 
(iii) [I] is pseudohyperbolic (infinite reducible with at least one 
pseudo-Anosol! component map) o Theorem 12,3(iii) holds. 
(iv) [t ] is parabolic (infinite reducible with finite component maps) u 
Theorem 12.3 (iv) holds. 
13, RESTATEMENT OF NIELSEN'S RESULTS ON AFT TRANSFORMATIONS 
IN TERMS OF PARABOLK CLASSES 
DEFINITION 13. I (Nielsen). t is of algebraz’caZlyJnife type, AFT, if Vh f 
L(T). uh = 0. unless h is of type (0, I). 
THEOREM 13.2. f is AFT u [r] is parabolic orfinite. 
ProoJ This follows directly from Theorem 5.2. 
As a result of Theorem 13.2, some of Nielsen’s results [ 81 can be restated 
in terms of parabolic class. First we make a few more definitions. 
Given an inner axis A in a complete reduction (i.e., an element of the set 
(10.4)), we defined (analogously to t6) t, to be that element of L(T) with 
t, A = A, n(t,) = t”, and here (x is the Ieast positive integer such that 
[r”(n’(A))] = In’(A)]. Th en in a neighborhood of X’(A), I” is a power, S,, of 
a Dehn twist about ?(A). This power S, is called the Screw number of A. If 
we let T,= {gET/gA=A} and T,$=(gET,,lg fixes the end points of 
A 1, then either T, = c or c is a subgroup of index two in TA. When the 
latter occurs A is called amphidrome. 
Nielsen shows that if S,., = 0, the set L(T)A can be removed from (10.4) 
so that the image of (10.4) still reduces S’ = KFIF, and the regions B still 
satisfy all of the properties in Section 10, except (10.5). A reduction which is 
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obtained from a complete reduction by removing all axes with screw number 
0 is called a precise reduction. 
If t is parabolic, we saw (Theorem 11.2, Corollary 11.3 and Theorem 5.2), 
for each region B, B c K(h) for some h E TB c L(T), but it may not be true 
that B=K(h). However, if we have a precise reduction, then for each B, 
g= K(h) for some h E L(T). One can think of a precise reduction as being 
obtained from a complete reduction by removing any curves that one can 
without increasing the number of component maps which are of finite order. 
Nielsen proved: 
THEOREM 13.3 (Nielsen). Given a parabolic class or a finite class, one 
can (up to conjugacy) construct an element of rhat class such that for each 
h E L(t) of index nonzero. 3 exuctly one fixed point of t on K,/F and 
j(h) # Ofor any h EL(t) 17, Sect. 14, p. 411. 
THEOREM 13.4 (Nielsen). The conjugacy class of a parabolic mapping 
class is completely determined by the following numbers obtained from a 
precise reduction: r = number of components b on K,/F, n,, /I, a, S,, 
whether or not A is amphidrome, plus the invariants for conjugacy classes of 
the finite mapping classes It”]. These last invariants me to be found in his 
paper 17, Sect. 15, p. 47; I1 1. (Here nB is the order of It”] on b.) 
THEOREM 13.5 (Nielsen), The characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
representation given by the action on a canonical homology basis for a 
parabolic class is given by 
Here w = 0 ty S is open, 1, if S is closed. 
If 6, is a component, we let m, be the surface b,/(t”). Here q1 is the genus 
of ml, and r[ its number of boundary curves; uI the number of ramt@ation 
points of 6,~ bI/(tP’>; s, = u, t- rl. For each raml@cafion point p, ,..., pU,, we 
let m,,, i = l,..., u,, be the number of points over p, [ 7, Sect. 16, p. 481. 
14. A CLOSER LOOK AT THE ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN FAND THE 
FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF S 
We want to show 
LEMMA 14.1. Let C be a geodesic curve on S with t(C) - C (here - 
denotes homotopy). Then given any left of C, c, 3h E L(T) such that 
h(C) = c. 
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Moreover. 
LEMMA 14.3. c may be chosen so that c = Axffor some f f F. Thus we 
muy assume C = ~{AA,). h(Ax() = Axf and hfi ’ = f. 
Proof of Lemma 14.1. Let r;: U+ S be the projection. If h is any lift oft, 
there is a commutative diagram 
so that h 0 n = x 0 t. In particular, if C is any curve in U lying over C, then 
n 0 h(f) = t 0 x((I?), since n(C) = C and ~0 h(d) = t(C). We may replace C 
by the unique geodesic in its free homotopy class so that r(C) = C (not just 
homotopic). Then r 0 h(c) = C = z(c) which implies that 3g (2 F such that 
h(d) = g(d) or g- ‘h(d) = C and g- ‘h E L(TJ, This proves Lemma 14.1. 
Replacing l by a homotopic map if necessary, we may assume that I 
actually fixes a point x on C. Recall that the isomorphism p between the 
fundamental group of S, rr,(S, x). and F is defined as follows: Let y be a 
curve on S, let y’(x’) be the end point of the lift of y to U with initial point 2. 
LetJ,, E F satisfyf,J(+U’)) = y”.?). Then q(y) = f.. 
LEMMA 14.2. n(A+J isfreely homotopic to y. 
ProoJ Let f E F. let A.xr be its axis, and let c= ~(Ax,). Pick a 
fundamental domain D for F containing 2. If Ax, does not pass through 2, let 
i be any point on .4x:( with g E F such that g(p’) E D. Let 6 be any path in D 
from x’ to g(,@). Then if 6 = n(6), x(g($)Axfg(@‘) = &-’ or 
z(&Ix~~ S 6-l) = S[S-‘) = &2-r. Thus p(&[SK’) =gfg-‘, i.e., 
fp(sl?(A+-‘) = &f;g- L 
P(Y) = f;. 
Since p is an isomorphism. it preserves conjugates, so 3u such that 
o(S~(Ax,))d--lo-’ = y 
or n(Ax5J is freely homotopic to y. But since y = C was assumed to be the 
unique $eodesic in its homotopy class and n(Ax,) is also a geodesic, I’ 
xv x/)) = y. 
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Proof of Lemma 14.3. Thus by Lemma 14.2, C = z(Axf) for somef E F, 
and if we take Ax,= c, 3 (by Lemma 14.1) h E L(T) such that 
h(Ax,) =/lx,, so hfi-’ =J 
15. THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS 
The results obtained so far in this paper show how much of the Thurston 
theory can be obtained directly from the Nielsen theory. These are, however, 
not quite the best possible results. The difficulty lies with type (I, O)**. The 
Thurston theory (see [2]) shows that the existence of a lift of type (1, O)**r 
which is not (1, O)**ha implies the existence of a lift of type (1, O)**o. This 
possibly could be done using the Nielsen theory, but in a very messy way. 
Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 can be cleaned up to give 
THEOREM 15.1 (Nielsen tetrachotomy). Given [t] f M(S), then precisely 
one of the following holds: 
(15.li) For each h E L(T), h f id., h is either of type (l,O)** or of 
Me (0, 0). 
(15.lii) For each h EL(T), h&F, v,=O unless h is of type (I,O)**a 
or (1, u)a and 3h E L(T) either of type (1, u)a with u # 0 or (0, u) with 
u > 2. 
(I5.liii) 3hEL(T), h&F, with u,#O and 3h’EL(T) with u,,#O 
and either we may assume that h = h’ and h is not of type (1, u)a or if 
h # h’, h’ is either of type (1, u)a or u,,, > 2 and h is not of type (1,O)**a or 
(1, UP. 
(15.liv) Vh EL(T), u,, = 0, unless h is of type (0, 1) and 3h E L(T), 
h + id., with either vh > 2 or h of type (1, O)*, where h = g2, g E L(T) of type 
00). 
and 
THEOREM 15.2 (Equivalence theorem). 
(i) [t] is elliptic (offlnite order) o (15.li) holds. 
(ii) [t] is hyperbolic (pseudo-Anosou) o (lS.lii) holds. 
(iii) [t] is pseudohyperbolic (iqfkice reducible with at least one 
pseudo-Anosov component map) o (15.liii) holds. 
(iv) [t] is parabolic (ifinite reducible with finite componenr maps) = 
(15.liv) holds. 
and 
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THEOREM 15.3. Given [t] of infinite order, [t ] is reducible if and on& if 
3h E L(T) with vh # 0 and h is nof of type (1, O)**a or (1, u)LL 
Remark. In the compact case, K,.. is all of U so that the cases (1,0)**8 
and (I, u)J do not occur. This gives Theorems 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3 an even 
nicer form. 
Theorems 12.3 and 12.4 become 
THEOREM 15.4 (Tetrachotomy: principal region-kernel region 
form). Given (I ] E M(S) precisely one of the following holds: 
(i) Vh E L(T), h + id., R(h) = K(h) = 0 or O(h) = K(h) = K,. 
(ii) Vh E L(T), h # id., K(h) = 0 and 3h E L(T), h # id., such that 
R(h) f 0. 
(iii) 3h and h’ E L(T), K(h) # 0. K(h) # K,., Q(h’) # 0. f2(h’j #K,. 
und a(h’) # K(h). 
(iv) Vh E L(T), K(h)=O(h) and Jh EL(T), h # id., such that 
K(h) # 0 and K(h) f K!.. 
THEOREM 15.5 (Equivalence: principal region-kernei region form). 
(ij it] is elliptic (offinite order) o Theorem 15.4(i) holds. 
(ii) It] is hyperbolic (pseudo-Anosov) o Theorem 15.4(ii) holds. 
(iii) [t 1 is pseudohyperbolic (infinite reducible with at least one 
pseudodtiosoz: component map) o Theorem 15.4(iii) holds. 
(iv) I I P b 1 (’ f t t IS ara a ic m mi e reducible withJnite component maps) o 
Theorem 15.4(iv) holds. 
APPENDlX: LIST OF NIELSEN FACTS (WITH REFERENCES) 
(Al) If S is compact of genus g, 0 < u,, + 221, < 4g - 2 [8, Part 11, SGtz 
6, 7, IO, Eq. (7)]. 
(A2) The non-Euclidean straight line connecting the end points of an 
interval of regularity is an axis of F [8, Part II, p. 281. 
(A3) h extends continuouslt to cF, the extension satisfying &(U,) = 
U,,n ./, i(Vf) = Vhfhm, [7, p. 9. Sect. 2; 8, Part i, Sect. 28; 10, Sect. 41. 
(A4) The extension either preserves the cyclical order of the points or 
reverses it (same references as for (A3)). 
(A5) N, is finitely generated. 17, p. 16; 8, Part II, p. 39(17) and 
Sltz 1 1 I. 
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(A6) GN c M [7, Sect. 4, p. 13 or A9]. 
(A7) G, n M = G, [7, Sect. 4, p. 13 and A9]. 
(A8) x E M is N-isolated o x is an isolated point of M and x is a 
common end point of two intervals of E - M, both of which contain points 
of G, 17, Sect. 4 and A9]. 
(A9) Given x E t?, with x not the end point of an interval of regularity, 
3g, E F such that U,“+ x, I’,,+ x from opposite sides of x on E [8, Part II. 
p. 18, Hiilfssitz 41, 
(AlO) If M contains a neutral point, it contains exactly two points, 
N= (f} for some f E F and M= {V,, V,} [7, Sect. 4; 8, Part II, p. 21, 
sat2 41. 
(All) In all other cases the isolated points of M are alternately 
attracting and repelling and finite module N, [ 7, Sect. 4 and A 11. 
(A12) If h # id. and h E L(T) is of type (O,O), then 3n such that h” is 
not of type (0,O) [ 7, p. 20; 8, Part III, Sect. 1; 141. 
(A13) Let j(h) = 1 -v,, - uh. Then 3h E L(T), h+ id., such that 
j(h) # 0 [ 7, p. 27, and the note on the bottom of p. 33; 12, pp. 202-2031. 
(A14) If h is of type (0,O) with h” of type (1, 0), then n = 2 and h* is of 
type (LO)* [7, p, 22, B]. 
(A15) If h is of type (0,O) with h” of type (0, u), then u > 2 [7, 
p. 22, A]. 
(A16) For any h and g f L(T) either 
(i) R(h) = O(g) or 
(ii) R(h) n D(g) = 0 or 
(iii) B(h) n R(g) = Axf for somef E F. 
When (iii) occurs, K(h) n K(g) = Ax,, and Ax, is a boundary axis of K(h) 
[For the compact case, 8, Part II, Satz 19, pa 69; and 7, Sect. 7, p. 221. 
(A17) AssumefEFandhEL(T).Iffh=hfandAxfisnotaboundary 
curve of a(h), then fh is of type (LO). If AXE is a boundary curve of a(h), 
then fh can be of any type with ufh + uJh > 1. In the last case 
52(h) n s2dfh) = Axf, which is a common boundary curve [8, Part II, 
Sat2 17, p. 591. 
(A18) Assume next thatfh + hf, and let u and u be the k-fixed point free 
intervals that contain Vf and iJ, with u = (U-, I/+) and u = (VP, V+): 
(Alga) If the end points of u and u are all different, then fh is, in 
general, of type (0, 1). Only when VP and U- are neighboring fixed points of 
h which are not in G, canfh have more than two boundary fixed points, but 
they are not points of G,. The principal regions that we get in this case do 
not intersect [8, Part II, Sgtz 18a, p. 651. 
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(AlSb) Assume that both fundamental points off lie in Y and that the 
translation direction of & and f is the same on points of cF in the subinterval 
of t: between the fundamental points; thenfh is of type (1,O) or (0, 1). If the 
directions are opposing and h has more than two fixed points on E, thenfh 
can also have more than two fixed points, and they lie in U. In this case 
G(h) n 0(/h) = 0 [ 8, Part II, pp. 67, 68, SBtz 18b]. 
(A 1%~) If Up = V- or Ut = k’+ and the fundamental points off 
each lie in different intervals and if h and/h have more than two fixed points 
on E, then a(h) n J2(JX) = 0 [8, Part II, p. 69, Shtz 18~1. 
(A19) If It] is of finite order, then (ub, u,) = (l,O)** or (O.O), Vh # id., 
h E L(7+) (7, p. 26: 10, Sects. 6, 71. 
(A20) If g, E F such that VRn+ P, Up, -+ Q, then lim,+, g,(x) = P. 
VX E E U 0, x # Q 18. Part II, p. 10. HiilfssLz 31. 
(A2I) We say h and h’ in L(t) are equimlent if they are conjugate by an 
element of F. The Leftshetz number of t = C all equivalence classes 0fhEl.W 1 IhI 
[See 7, p. 18; 8. Part II, p. 54, Shtz 14 and 16SHtz 3.6-l. 
(A221 “Any” theorem originally proved for the compact case extends to 
the noncompact case by Yirst mapping the circumference E continuously 
onto another circumference E’ in such a way that all intervals of regularity 
are mapped into single points of E’ and the circular order of E is preserved” 
17, p. 12). 
(A23) For g E F, h f L(T), g(M(h)) c that fixed point free interval that 
contains vE with the possible exception of the end points of the fixed point 
free interval that contain U, 18, Part II, p. 12, S&z 11. 
(A24) If j(h) i 1, then R(h) = R(h”) and K(h) = K(h”) for all positive 
integers n 17, Sects. 6 and 7 1. 
(A25) If q E-T, has a cuspidal point so that q has at least four isolated 
fixed points on (?,;a, then q has a cuspidal point as an element of L(T) so 
that q is not of type (0, 1) but U, > 1. 
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